The amyloid ␤-peptides (A␤s), containing 39 -43 residues, are the key protein components of amyloid deposits in Alzheimer's disease. To structurally characterize the dynamic behavior of A␤40, 12 independent long-time molecular dynamics (MD) simulations for a total of 850 ns were performed on both the wide-type peptide and its mutant in both aqueous solution and a biomembrane environment. In aqueous solution, an ␣-helix to ␤-sheet conformational transition for A␤40 was observed, and an entire unfolding process from helix to coil was traced by MD simulation. Structures with ␤-sheet components were observed as intermediates in the unfolding pathway of A␤40. Four glycines (G25, G29, G33, and G37) are important for A␤40 to form ␤-sheet in aqueous solution; mutations of these glycines to alanines almost abolished the ␤-sheet formation and increased the content of the helix component. In the dipalmitoyl phosphatidylcholine (DPPC) bilayer, the major secondary structure of A␤40 is a helix; however, the peptide tends to exit the membrane environment and lie down on the surface of the bilayer. The dynamic feature revealed by our MD simulations rationalized several experimental observations for A␤40 aggregation and amyloid fibril formation. The results of MD simulations are beneficial to understanding the mechanism of amyloid formation and designing the compounds for inhibiting the aggregation of A␤ and amyloid fibril formation. molecular dynamics simulation A lzheimer's disease (AD), a neurodegenerative disorder, is pathologically characterized by the presence of extracellular senile plaques and intracellular neurofibrillary tangles in the brain (1). The major components of the plaques are amyloid ␤-peptides (A␤s) consisting of 39-43 residues that are proteolytically derived from the widely distributed transmembrane amyloid precursor glycoprotein (APP) (2-4). The amyloid hypothesis suggests that misfolding of A␤ leads to its dysfunctions and fibrillization; the latter is associated with a cascade of neuropathogenetic events to produce the cognitive and behavioral decline hallmarks of AD (4-6). Recently, however, compelling evidence has emerged that not the fibrillar aggregates but the dominant ␤-sheet structure of oligomers and fibril intermediates (protofibrils) are neurotoxic and might be the determinant pathogenic factor in AD (7-9). For example, Walsh et al. (8) demonstrated that cerebral microinjection of cell medium containing abundant A␤ monomers and oligomers but no amyloid fibrils markedly inhibited hippocampal long-term potentiation in rats in vivo. The conflict between the amyloid hypothesis and these new emerging experimental observations has stimulated more and more researchers to study the earliest phases of A␤ assembly and to explore the intrinsic properties of A␤s and the conformational dynamic behaviors of the A␤ monomer (9-15).
A
lzheimer's disease (AD), a neurodegenerative disorder, is pathologically characterized by the presence of extracellular senile plaques and intracellular neurofibrillary tangles in the brain (1) . The major components of the plaques are amyloid ␤-peptides (A␤s) consisting of 39-43 residues that are proteolytically derived from the widely distributed transmembrane amyloid precursor glycoprotein (APP) (2) (3) (4) . The amyloid hypothesis suggests that misfolding of A␤ leads to its dysfunctions and fibrillization; the latter is associated with a cascade of neuropathogenetic events to produce the cognitive and behavioral decline hallmarks of AD (4) (5) (6) . Recently, however, compelling evidence has emerged that not the fibrillar aggregates but the dominant ␤-sheet structure of oligomers and fibril intermediates (protofibrils) are neurotoxic and might be the determinant pathogenic factor in AD (7) (8) (9) . For example, Walsh et al. (8) demonstrated that cerebral microinjection of cell medium containing abundant A␤ monomers and oligomers but no amyloid fibrils markedly inhibited hippocampal long-term potentiation in rats in vivo. The conflict between the amyloid hypothesis and these new emerging experimental observations has stimulated more and more researchers to study the earliest phases of A␤ assembly and to explore the intrinsic properties of A␤s and the conformational dynamic behaviors of the A␤ monomer (9) (10) (11) (12) (13) (14) (15) .
In addition, it has been established experimentally that the major secondary structure adopted by A␤ depends on the environment. The A␤ monomer favors an ␣-helix structure in a membrane or membrane-mimicking environment such as ionic detergents (15) (16) (17) (18) (19) . In contrast, A␤ exists mainly as a random coil with few components of ␣-helix and͞or ␤-sheet conformations in aqueous solution (14, 18, (20) (21) (22) . However, x-ray diffraction measurements on oriented fibril bundles have indicated an extended ␤-sheet structure for Alzheimer's ␤-amyloid fibrils, with peptide chains in ␤-strand conformations running approximately perpendicular to the fibril axis and hydrogen bonds between peptide chains in each layer occurring roughly parallel to the fiber axis (23, 24) . The dominant structure of A␤ in membrane or membrane-like mediums, aqueous solution, and fibrils leads to a postulation that a conversion from an ␣-helix or random coil to a ␤-sheet conformation occurs during (or before) the aggregation of A␤ (25) (26) (27) (28) . Similar conformational conversions have also been found in proteins of other diseases (29) (30) (31) . Thus, a rigorous mechanistic study of such conformational transition is critical to understanding and development of therapeutic approaches for the conformational disorders in general, and AD in particular.
Unfortunately, because of the fibril's extreme insolubility and the monomer's high propensity to aggregate, investigation of the above conformational conversions of A␤ in the atomic detail by means of experimental methods is still intractable (32) . Computational simulation with its extremely high time resolution and atomic level representation has been increasingly used in understanding the complex conformational features of polypeptides and in predicting structural preferences (33) (34) (35) (36) (37) (38) . Simulations have been performed by other groups with a view to elucidating the conformational transition and assembly mechanism of A␤ (10, 12, 13, 32, (39) (40) (41) (42) However, these studies are based on the modeled structures of A␤, i.e., fragments or synthesized analogs of A␤, rather than the physiologically produced A␤ in the simulations. In addition, the environment was not considered explicitly, and the simulation time was not long enough to discover the significant conformations.
Here, we report on the result of conformational transitions of monomer A␤ 40 addressed by a series of long time molecular dynamics (MD) simulations. We examined the conformational transitions of A␤ 40 in both aqueous solution and lipid bilayers. By running six MD simulations in aqueous solution, we show that conformational transition from ␣-helix to coil occurs through helix͞␤-sheet mixed conformations, which is consistent with the recent experimental finding by Kirkitadze et al. (11) that helix͞ ␤-sheet mixed conformations are possible intermediates for A␤ oligomerization. Remarkably, these MD simulations addressed that G 25 , G 29 , G 33 , and G 37 play essential roles for A␤ 40 ␤-sheet formation, and a segment consisting of residues 24-40 may be the core for A␤ oligomerization. This finding was confirmed by running another four MD simulations on the mutant of these glycines. By running an additional two MD simulations, we demonstrate that A␤ 40 adopts helix as its major secondary structure in the lipid bilayer. However, A␤ 40 has a tendency to move out of the lipid environment toward the surface lipid Abbreviations: AD, Alzheimer's disease; A␤, amyloid ␤-peptide; A␤40, residues 1-40 of wild-type amyloid ␤-peptide; MA␤40, residues 1-40 of mutant amyloid ␤-peptide; MD, molecular dynamics; DSSP, defined secondary structure of proteins; APP, amyloid precursor glycoprotein; DPPC, dipalmitoyl phosphatidylcholine.
bilayer. These observations are beneficial to understanding the mechanism of amyloid formation and designing compounds for inhibiting the aggregation of A␤. 40 ) in aqueous solution, the peptide was first put into a suitably sized box, of which the minimal distance from the peptide to the box wall was 1.5 nm. Then the box was solvated with the simple point charge (SPC) water model (43) . The peptide͞water system was submitted to energy minimization. Afterward, counterions were added to the system to provide a neutral simulation system. The whole system was subsequently minimized again. To set up the A␤ 40 ͞dipalmitoyl phosphatidylcholine (DPPC) bilayer, one lipid molecule was first removed from a preequilibrated DPPC bilayer to fit in the C-terminal fragment of the peptide. The peptide͞lipids system was subsequently solvated with the SPC water model. The resulting system was submitted to energy minimization to remove unfavorable contacts and equilibrated for 500 ps with positional restraints on the peptide atoms. Counterions were subsequently added to compensate for the net positive charge of the system. Finally, the whole system was minimized again.
Methods
MD Simulations. MD simulations were carried out by using the GROMACS package (44, 45) with constant number, pressure, and temperature (NPT) and periodic boundary conditions. The GROMACS force field (46) was applied for the peptide, and the lipid parameters adopted were those used in previous MD studies of lipid bilayers (47) (48) (49) (50) . The linear constraint solver (LINCS) method (51) was used to constrain bond lengths, allowing an integration step of 2 fs. Electrostatic interactions were calculated with the Particle-Mesh Ewald algorithm (52, 53) . A constant pressure of 1 bar was applied with a coupling constant of 1.0 ps (54) . For the peptide͞DPPC bilayer system the pressure was performed independently in the x, y, and z directions of the whole system. Water, lipids, and peptide were coupled separately to a temperature bath, 300 K for peptide͞ water systems and 323 K for peptide͞DPPC bilayer systems, by using a coupling time of 0.1 ps (54) .
MD simulations were run on a 128-CPU Silicon Graphics (Mountainview, CA) Origin 3800 server. Analyses were performed by using facilities within the GROMACS package. Secondary structure analyses were carried out employing the defined secondary structure of proteins (DSSP) method (55) . Structural diagrams were prepared by using MOLSCRIPT (56) and then rendered with RASTER3D (57) .
Results
To probe how the environment and the sequence specificity affect the conformational transitions of A␤, three models for MD simulations were designed. To make certain the conformational transition is the intrinsic character of A␤ rather than a stochastic output of simulations, several MD simulations were carried out for each system under different initial conditions by assigning different initial velocities on each atom of the simulation systems. In model I, the wild-type A␤ 40 was solvated with water molecules. Six simulations were conducted for this model: five simulations (A1-A5) adopted different initial velocities assigned on each atom; one simulation (A6) was performed under a higher temperature (400 K). In model II, four glycines (G 25 , G 29 , G 33 , and G 37 ) of A␤ 40 were mutated by alanines, and then the A␤ 40 mutant (MA␤ 40 ) was solvated with water molecules. Four simulations were performed on this model: three simulations (B1-B3) were conducted with different initial velocities assigned on each atom; one simulation (B4) was performed at a higher temperature (400 K). In model III, A␤ 40 was embedded in the environment of the DPPC bilayer, and two simulations (C1 and C2) were performed in two different sizes of the DPPC bilayers (127 and 63 DPPC lipids). In total, 12 MD simulations were performed on A␤ 40 and MA␤ 40 . More detailed information for these MD simulations is listed in Table 1 .
Conformational Transition of A␤40 in Aqueous Solution. Six simulations for model I were performed to explore the conformational dynamics of wild-type A␤ 40 in aqueous solution. The profile of secondary structures of A␤ 40 along trajectory A1 is shown in Fig.  1a . Obviously, the initial long ␣-helical structure of the peptide disappeared after several nanoseconds; in particular, the ␣-helix of residues 24-37 was converted into several short ␤-strands connected with turns during the first 10 ns. Afterward, three to four ␤-strands, each comprising two residues, existed throughout the remainder of the simulation. However, the central hydrophobic region (residues 16-21) always kept the helical structure throughout the whole 150-ns simulation, with occasional local deviations from ␣-helix to 5-helix or 3-helix. The remainder of the peptide, residues 1-14, mostly adopts a random coil structure. The snapshot structures of A␤ 40 extracted from trajectory A1 (shown in Fig. 1b) visualize the secondary structural transformation of A␤ 40 described above (Fig. 1a) .
The transformations of secondary structures of A␤ 40 along the trajectories of simulations A2-A5 are displayed in Fig. 6 , which is published as supporting information on the PNAS web site. The profiles of the secondary structure of simulations A2-A5 is similar to that of simulation A1 (Figs. 1 and 6 ). These five simulations revealed that, in aqueous solution and room temperature (300 K), A␤ 40 is statistically composed by Ϸ26% helix, Ϸ12% ␤-sheet, and Ϸ62% coil components (Table 2 ). This finding is in good agreement with the NMR observations (14, 18, 22) , which indicated that, in aqueous solution, the monomer of A␤ 40 favors random coil structure, but ␣-helix and ␤-sheet conformations still exist. Interestingly, the MD simulations indicate that helix͞␤-strand mixed conformations exist in the trajectory of the A␤ 40 conformational transition. This result is consistent with the experimental results by Soto et al. (16) and Kirkitadze et al. (11) . Notably, all of the five trajectories pointed out that V 24 G 25 , K 28 G 29 , I 32 G 33 , and V 36 G 37 form short ␤-strands, indicating that four glycines (G 25 , G 29 , G 33 , and G 37 ) are important for A␤ 40 to form ␤-sheet in aqueous solution.
In another 100-ns MD simulation (simulation A6), the temperature was increased to 400 K, which accelerated the process of A␤ 40 structure transition. The result is shown in Fig. 2 . Similar to simulations A1-A5, ␤-sheet consisting of three or four ␤-strands near the C terminus of A␤ 40 (residues 24-37) was observed in this simulation (Fig. 2a) . The ␤-sheet lasted to Ϸ38 ns, and then a short ␣-helix was formed instead of the ␤-sheet in the following 10 ns. After Ϸ50 ns, the secondary structure of residues 24-37, which adopts a ␤-sheet structure in trajectories A1-A5, was destroyed, and the entire A␤ 40 peptide mainly adopted random coil structure throughout the rest of the simulation time. However, there are a few short-lived ␤-strands that appeared in the different positions of the peptide from 50 ns to 100 ns. Different from simulations A1-A5, the helical structure of residues 16-21 lasted only Ϸ13 ns (Fig. 2a) . Remarkably, this simulation captured the whole process of A␤ 40 conformational transition from ␣-helix to random coil through helix͞␤-sheet mixed conformations (Fig. 2) . These explored conformational changes provide a significant interpretation for the recent result of the kinetic study of A␤ fibrillogenesis by Kirkitadze et al. (11) , suggesting that helix͞␤-sheet mixed conformations are possible intermediates for A␤ oligomerization.
Mutation of Four Glycines.
To illustrate the importance of G 25 , G 29 , G 33 , and G 37 in the ␤-sheet formation, four MD simulations (B1-B4) were performed on a mutant of A␤ 40 (MA␤ 40 , model II), in which the four glycines were mutated to alanines, for alanine is an appropriate helix former in aqueous solution. The simulation results are shown in Figs. 3 and 4. Fig. 3a exhibits the time dependence of secondary structure altered for MA␤ 40 in trajectory B1, and those in trajectories B2 and B3 are shown in Fig. 6 . Unlike the wild-type A␤ 40 , Ϸ53% residues of MA␤ 40 adopt helical structures in aqueous solution (Table 2) ; the main components of the helical structures are ␣-helix and 5-helix (Fig.  3) . It is noteworthy that, throughout the three 50-ns simulations, no ␤-sheet structure was observed for residues 24-37 of the MA␤ 40 . MD simulation (B4) at 400 K for MA␤ 40 revealed a similar result to that of simulations B1-B3 (Fig. 4) : the major component of secondary structure is helix; residues 15-20 and 24-34 adopted helix structures throughout the simulation; long lime durable ␤-sheet was not observed although a few ␤-stands were formed sporadically near the N terminus (Fig. 4a) . We even continued the simulation for MA␤ 40 at 400 K to 100 ns, where the characterized ␤-sheets formed in the wild-type peptide were not observed (Fig. 6B4 ). All these results indicated that the mutations stabilized the helix structure of A␤ 40 and illustrated that the four glycines exerted significant control over the process in the formation of ␤-sheet.
Inserting A␤40 into DPPC Bilayers. A␤ is a cleavage product of the single transmembrane protein APP. ␤-secretase cleaves the extracellular domain of APP to generate the N terminus of A␤, and then ␥-secretase performs an unusual proteolysis in the middle of the transmembrane domain of APP to produce the C terminus of A␤ (58) . Residues 29-40 of A␤ 40 are from the transmembrane domain of APP. This special secreted pathway of A␤ raises several questions. What happens to A␤ at the moment when it is completely cut from APP? How does A␤ 40 undergo conformational transition in the membrane environment? To answer these questions, model III was designed to examine the conformational dynamics of A␤ 40 in the membrane through inserting residues 29-40 of A␤ 40 into a DPPC lipid bilayer. Two simulations (C1 and C2) were performed on model III at 300 K. Different sizes of the DPPC bilayer were applied for these two simulations, respectively: 127 DPPC lipids for simulation C1 and 63 DPPC lipids for simulation C2. The profile of secondary structure change of A␤ 40 (DSSP plot) and several snapshot structures extracted from trajectory C1 are shown in Fig. 5 . The DSSP plot illustrates that residues 15-35 kept ␣-helical structure during the 100-ns simulation except that residues 32-35 were once switched to turn structure from 14 to 85 ns but recover to helical structure after 85 ns. The rest of the residues of A␤ 40 other than residues 15-35 mainly adopted coil or bend structures. During the 100-ns MD simulation in the DPPC bilayer, ␤-sheet structures were not observed, helical structure dominated the secondary structure, and Ϸ41% of the residues adopted helical conformation (Table 2 ). In addition, snapshot structures demonstrate that, during the simulation, A␤ 40 moves to the interface between DPPC lipids and water molecules, and, after Ϸ10 ns, part of A␤ 40 lies down on the surface of the lipid bilayer. As the simulation goes on, A␤ 40 tends to totally exit the lipid bilayer (Fig. 5) . Similar results were obtained from simulation C2 (Fig. 6) .
Discussion
The conformational transitions of A␤ 40 associated with A␤ aggregation and neurotoxicity were studied by using MD simulation method. Detailed analyses were performed for the conformational transition of A␤ 40 based on 12 MD trajectories. The results demonstrate that A␤ 40 adopts different conformations in aqueous solution and in the DPPC bilayer, which are in agreement with the experimental results (14) (15) (16) (17) (18) (19) (20) (21) (22) . Six MD simulations (A1-A6) with different initial velocities assigned to the atoms and different temperatures consistently produced the same result that conformational transition of A␤ 40 from ␣-helix to ␤-sheet occurs in aqueous solution ( Figs. 1 and 2 ). Our MD simulations captured the whole process of A␤ 40 conformational transition from ␣-helix to coil structure through an intermediate ␤-sheet structure (Fig. 2) . In addition, the MD simulations revealed that a segment of residues 24-37 is the core of A␤ 40 to form ␤-sheet. In particular, four glycines (G 25 , G 29 , G 33 , and G 37 ), which normally destabilize helical structure, are essential to the ␤-sheet formation. Substitution of these four glycines of A␤ 40 by alanines increases the stability of the helical structure. ␤-sheets were not observed for residues 24-37 in another three MD simulations (B1-B3) on the A␤ 40 mutant (MA␤ 40 ), and the dominant secondary structure of MA␤ 40 remained as helix (Figs.  3 and 4) . This finding indicates that the sequence of A␤ 40 is specific to forming ␤-sheet in aqueous solution. This conclusion is in agreement with the opinion of de la Paz and Serrano (59), who found that amyloid fibril formation depends on the peptide sequences based on positional scanning mutagenesis on a designed amyloid peptide.
In the DPPC bilayer, helix dominates the secondary structure of A␤ 40 , and no ␤-strand was observed in the two 100-ns MD simulations (C1 and C2) (Fig. 5a and Table 2 ). This result agrees well with the NMR determination of A␤ 40 in membranemimicking environment (15, 17, 19) . In addition, the segment of A␤ 40 outside the membrane (residues 1-28) bends toward the surface of the DPPC bilayer, forming electrostatic and van der Waals interactions to the polar heads of the lipids (Fig. 7 , which is published as supporting information on the PNAS web site). These interactions facilitate A␤ 40 to completely leave the lipids, moving toward the surface of the DPPC bilayer (Fig. 5b) . Even at the interface between aqueous solution and the lipid bilayer, A␤ 40 still keeps helix as its dominant secondary structure.
Abundant experimental data indicated that the major component of the plaques in AD patient's brain is ␤-peptides, which aggregate into amyloid fibrils with cross-␤-structure (2, 23, 24 ). An essential question concerning the plaques is the origin of the amyloid fibrils formation. Taken together, 12 long-time MD simulations provide a possible mechanism of amyloid fibrils aggregation. Cleaved by ␤-and ␥-secretases, A␤ peptides were released from APP (58) . Firstly, residues 29-40 of A␤ 40 are embedded into the cellular membrane; this environment is beneficial to stabilizing the helical structure of A␤ (Fig. 5a ). Our MD simulations (C1 and C2) indicate that A␤ tends to leave the pure DPPC lipid bilayer (Fig. 5b) . In fact, the concentration of cholesterol in the cytofacial leaflet of brain synaptic plasma membrane is lower in aged people (60) , and A␤ cannot insert into the membrane containing less cholesterol (61) . Once A␤ exits the membrane and enters into the extracellular solution, the segment of residues 29-40 has a high tendency to form short ␤-sheets (Figs. 1 and 2) . Accordingly, we suggest that the short ␤-sheet formation of residues 29-40 is a potential driving force for A␤s aggregating into amyloid fibrils, implying that small molecules or peptides that can bind tightly with this segment may be developed as inhibitory therapeutic agents.
Although it is clear from our MD simulations that amyloid fibrils formation of A␤ 40 is associated with its dynamic properties, a complete description of the mechanism of how A␤ 40 monomers aggregate together requires further analysis using both experimental and theoretical methods. 
